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Many applicable studies deal with multinomial responses and hierarchical data. Performing clustering at the highest level of grouping, in multilevel multinomial regression, is also often of interest. In this study we analyse Politecnico di Milano data with the aim of profiling students, modelling their probabilities of belonging to different categories and considering their nested structure within engineering degree programmes. In particular, we are interested in clustering degree programmes standing on their effects on different types of student career. To this end, we propose an EM algorithm for implementing semiparametric mixed-effects models dealing with a multinomial response. The novel semiparametric approach assumes the random effects to follow a multivariate discrete distribution with an a priori unknown number of support points, that is, allowed to differ across response categories. The advantage of this modelling is twofold: the discrete distribution on random effects allows, first, to express the marginal density as a weighted sum, avoiding numerical problems in the integration step, typical of the parametric approach, and, second, to identify a latent structure at the highest level of the hierarchy where groups are clustered into subpopulations.

1. Introduction. The Italian higher education (HE) system measures a high level of dropout, with many students abandoning their studies during the Bachelor. According to the Italian National Agency for the Evaluation of Universities and Research Institutes (ANVUR), the dropout rate is around 28%, with almost two-thirds of students (20%) dropping out in the first two years (ANVUR (2018)). Understanding the dropout phenomenon is important and, in the last decades, is also receiving particular attention (Aina (2013), Aljohani (2016), Belloc, Maruotti and Petrella (2011)). Many studies aim at individuating personal features of students who are more likely to drop out in order to partially prevent the phenomenon (Aljohani (2016)).

The student profile for enhancing tutoring engineering (SPEET) project is an ERASMUS+ project aimed at extracting useful information from academic data, provided by its partners, and determining and categorizing different profiles of engineering students across Europe (Barbu et al. (2019)). The essence of the SPEET project is to apply data mining algorithms in order to extract information about students, to profile them identifying students at-risk of dropout and to define tutoring activities to support them (De Freitas et al. (2015)).

This work is within the SPEET project and focuses on the analysis of data about Politecnico di Milano (PoliMI) students attending Bachelor courses in engineering. The PoliMI dropout rate in engineering is around 30%, with the majority of students dropping out during the first year (Cannistrà et al. (2021)). This high percentage represents a net waste of
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resources, since educating students is a costly activity that generates returns in the long term. Among students who abandon their studies, we observe students who abandon their university career at its very beginning (due, e.g., to a wrong choice of the faculty or to an initial discouragement) and students who abandon after a while. In this perspective, concluded careers of students can be classified as *graduate, early dropout* (i.e., careers concluded with a dropout within the first three semesters since the enrolment) and *late dropout* (i.e., careers concluded with a dropout after more than three semesters since the enrolment). Studies confirm that the causes and dynamics of these two types of dropout might be different, and their distinction and identification is essential in the perspective of supporting students at-risk (Cannistrà et al. (2021)).

PoliMI offers about 20 different engineering degree programmes and students are nested within them. Degree programmes have heterogeneous internal dynamics, students characteristics and study plans; these aspects might lead to different dropout rates and motivations. In this study we aim at profiling engineering students, modelling their probabilities of belonging to different categories, standing on their personal and early career information and considering the degree programme the student is attending. In particular, we are also interested in identifying latent subpopulations of degree programmes standing on their effects on different types of student career. To this end, we develop a semiparametric multinomial mixed-effects model, whose random effects follow a discrete distribution with an unknown number of mass points. This modelling allows to identify a latent structure at the highest level of the hierarchy, where groups (i.e., degree programmes) are clustered into subpopulations, standing on their effect on the outcome, that is, the probability of students to belong to different categories of the multinomial response variable.

Many studies deal with hierarchical data, that is, data containing observations naturally nested within groups. Examples of such data are longitudinal data, repeated measurements for each subject in a study, or multilevel data (e.g., patients nested within hospitals or students nested within schools). One of the most common approaches for modelling them are mixed-effects models, that are regression or classification models that include in the linear predictor both *fixed effects* associated to the entire population and *random effects* associated to the groups, drawn at random from the population, in which observations are nested (Goldstein (2011)). This mechanism allows to account for correlation structures among the nested observations, which are not independent, modelling the within-group correlation.

Typically, mixed-effects linear models assume both the random effects and the errors to follow a Gaussian distribution, and these models are intended for grouped data in which the response variable is continuous (Pinheiro and Bates (2006)). When the response has a different distribution in the exponential family, generalized linear mixed-effects models (GLMMs) extend generalized linear models to include random effects (Diggle et al. (2002), Agresti (2018)). In GLMMs the response distribution is defined, conditionally, on the random effects that are usually assumed to be multivariate normal. Under this assumption the marginal distribution of the response can be obtained by integrating out the random effects, but it does not have closed form. In order to approximate the marginal density, various numerical methods have been proposed in the literature: numerical integration using Gauss–Hermite quadrature (e.g., Anderson and Aitkin (1985)), Monte Carlo techniques (e.g., Booth and Hobert (1999), McCulloch (1994, 1997)) or approximation methods, such as Laplace approximation and Taylor series expansions (e.g., Breslow and Clayton (1993), Wolfinger and O’connell (1993)).

Although GLMMs have been developed for a consistent set of response distributions in the exponential family (among the others, binomial, Poisson, Gamma, Inverse Gaussian), there has been less development for a multinomial response. In particular, the majority of the research in this area focuses on ordinal models with logit and probit link functions for
cumulative probabilities (Anderson, Kim and Keller (2013), Coull and Agresti (2000), Dos Santos and Berridge (2000)), while nominal responses have received less attention, probably due to the higher level of complexity they require. Indeed, an appropriate link function for nominal responses is the baseline-category logit, where fixed and random coefficients vary according to the response category. Considering a multinomial response assuming $K$ different categories, the baseline-category logit approach implies the presence of $K - 1$ vectors of fixed effects coefficients and $K - 1$ random effects coefficients distributions. Mixed-effects linear models for a multinomial response are, therefore, often treated as multivariate models, where the integration issues typical of GLMMs grow in complexity (De Leeuw, Meijer and Goldstein (2008)). Various approximations for evaluating the integral over the random effects distribution have been proposed in the literature: the most frequently used methods are based on first- or second-order Taylor expansions (Goldstein and Rasbash (1996)), on a combination of a fully multivariate Taylor expansion and a Laplace approximation (Raudenbush, Yang and Yosef (2000)) or using Gauss–Hermite quadrature (Stroud and Secrest (1966)). Regarding the random effects, they can be estimated using empirical Bayes methods (Bock and Aitkin (1981)). Nonetheless, these cited procedures are computationally very complex (McCulloch and Searle (2001)) and many authors have reported biased estimates using them (Breslow and Lin (1995), Raudenbush, Yang and Yosef (2000), Rodriguez and Goldman (1995)). Moreover, specific softwares have been developed to perform these kind of estimates (among the others, HLM (Raudenbush (2004)), MLwiN (Steele et al. (2005)) and WinBugs (Spiegelhalter et al. (2003)), but they resulted to be not very flexible, and they often require a high level of expertise on behalf of the user. In one of the most recent works (Hadfield et al. (2010)), the authors develop a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method for multiresponse generalized linear mixed models to provide a robust strategy for marginalizing the random effects (Zhao et al. (2006)). This model is developed in a Bayesian context, where the distinction between fixed and random effects does not technically exist, and the user should define the priors on the parameters. If the priors are not defined (and, therefore, default priors are used) or are improperly defined, this can lead to both inferential and numerical problems. The relative `MCMCglmm` R package (Hadfield et al. (2010)) is, to the best of our knowledge, the only R package (R Core Team (2019)) that performs parametric mixed-effects multinomial regression.

In this paper, guided by the aim of modelling a categorical response variable, with $K > 2$ categories and, taking into account the nested structure of data, of performing clustering at the highest level of grouping, we propose a semiparametric mixed-effects linear model for a multinomial response that consists in a novel approach in which random effects coefficients, instead of being multivariate normal, have a multivariate discrete distribution with an a priori unknown number of support points. In particular, considering a multinomial response assuming $K$ different categories and the baseline-category logit approach, each one of the $K - 1$ logits is identified by a specific random effects coefficients distribution with an unknown finite number of support points, that is, allowed to differ across logits. This approach is inspired by the work proposed in Masci, Paganoni and Ieva (2019), where the authors propose a semiparametric mixed-effects model where random coefficients follow a discrete distribution but for a continuous response. This work has connections with the literature regarding growth mixture models (GMMs) and latent class growth models (LCGMs) (see Heinen (1996), McCulloch et al. (2002), Muthén (2004), Nagin (1999) for discussion). GMMs and LCGMs have been broadly applied in the context of social sciences (Shaw, LaCourse and Nagin (2005), Shaw et al. (2003), Nagin et al. (2018)). They are used to model longitudinal data to estimate the average growth, the amount of variation across individuals in growth intercept and slopes and the influence of covariates on this variation. They allow for the existence of latent trajectory classes where groups of individual growth trajectories
vary around different behaviours. The main difference between these methods and our proposed one is that GMMs and LCGMs need to fix a priori the number of latent classes to be identified, while, in our approach, we estimate it together with the other model parameters. In the educational field as well as in other social sciences, defining a priori the number of latent behaviours at the highest level of grouping is not a trivial task and having at disposal a way to estimate it standing on different criteria might consist in a great improvement. Moreover, being GMMs and LCGMs intended for longitudinal data, the set of time instants in which dependent and independent variables are evaluated is the same across groups or individuals, meaning that covariates are fixed across groups or individuals.

The advantage introduced by the proposed modelling is twofold: (i) the former is that, by assuming a discrete distribution at the highest level of the hierarchy, we avoid the integration issues relative to the continuous distribution; (ii) the latter is that this assumption allows to identify a latent structure within the highest level of the hierarchy, that is, the presence of subpopulations among groups. Moreover, this modelling allows to investigate how the latent structure at the highest level of the hierarchy does change across categories with respect to the baseline. To estimate the semiparametric model parameters, we propose an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster, Laird and Rubin (1977)) that alternates the estimates of fixed effects and random effects, until the convergence is reached. A similar approach for a multinomial response has been proposed by Hartzel, Agresti and Caffo (2001), where the authors generalize Aitkin (1999) for an ordinal random effects model, treating the random effects in a nonparametric manner and assuming them to follow a discrete distribution. Although there are many parallels with this work, the authors in Hartzel, Agresti and Caffo (2001) consider the only case of a random intercept (i.e., not considering random effects covariates), and they need to specify a priori the number of support points of the random effects distribution.

When modelling student different types of dropout, this method allows, first, to refine the classification of student careers, with respect to the simple binary classifier dropout vs. graduate, considering multiple categories at once, and second, to identify a latent structure among degree programmes that is response-specific, revealing how the effects of the degree programmes do change with respect to different student profiles. In addition, the a posteriori eventual profiling of degree programmes subpopulations represents an easy tool to identify potential drivers of different students dropout trends across courses.

After presenting the semiparametric mixed-effects model for a multinomial response and the EM algorithm—called MSPEM algorithm—to estimate its parameters, we show a simulation study and, lastly, our case study in which we apply the algorithm to Politecnico di Milano data for modelling university student dropout, comparing its results with the ones obtained by applying the MCMCglmm algorithm. The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we present the semiparametric mixed-effects model for a multinomial response and the MSPEM algorithm; in Section 3 we present a simulation study testing the algorithm within different settings; in Section 4 we apply the MSPEM algorithm for modelling student dropout, and we compare the results with the ones of the parametric MCMCglmm algorithm; in Section 5 we draw our conclusions and discuss some future perspectives.

Let’s consider a multinomial logistic regression model for nested data with a two-level hierarchy (Agresti (2018), De Leeuw, Meijer and Goldstein (2008)), where each observation $j$, for $j = 1, \ldots, n_i$, is nested within a group $i$, for $i = 1, \ldots, I$. Let $Y_i = (Y_{i1}, \ldots, Y_{in_i})$ be the $n_i$-dimensional response vector for observations within the $i$th group. The multinomial
distribution with $K$ categories relative to $Y_{ij}$ is the following:

\[
Y_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \pi_{ij1}, \\
2 & \pi_{ij2}, \\
\vdots & \\
K & \pi_{ijk},
\end{cases}
\]

where $k = 1, \ldots, K$ are the support points of the discrete distribution of $Y_{ij}$ and $\pi_{ijk}$ is the probability that observation $j$ within group $i$ assumes value $k$. Mixed-effects multinomial models assume that the probability that $Y_{ij} = k$, that is, $\pi_{ijk}$, is given by

\[
\pi_{ijk} = P(Y_{ij} = k) = \frac{\exp(\eta_{ijk})}{1 + \sum_{k=2}^{K} \exp(\eta_{ijk})} \quad \text{for } k = 2, \ldots, K,
\]

(2)

where $\eta_{ijk} = \mathbf{x}'_{ij}\alpha_k + \mathbf{z}'_{ij}\delta_{ik}$ is the linear predictor. $\mathbf{x}_{ij}$ is the $p \times 1$ covariates vector (includes a 1 for the intercept) of the fixed effects, $\alpha_k$ is the $p \times 1$ vector of regression parameters of the fixed effects, $\mathbf{z}_{ij}$ is the $q \times 1$ covariates vector of the random effects (includes a 1 for the intercept) and $\delta_{ik}$ is the $q \times 1$ vector of regression parameters of the random effects. In this formulation we model $K - 1$ contrasts, between each category $k$, for $k = 2, \ldots, K$, and the reference category, 2 that is $k = 1$. Consequently, each category is assumed to be related to a latent “response tendency” for that category with respect to the reference one, and we estimate the parameters (for both fixed and random effects) relative to the $(K - 1)$ contrasts.

Let us observe that, starting from equation (2), the log-odds of each response with respect to the reference category are

\[
\log \left( \frac{\pi_{ijk}}{\pi_{ij1}} \right) = \eta_{ijk} \quad k = 2, \ldots, K.
\]

(3)

Logit models for nominal response basically pair each category with a baseline category. We, therefore, observe $K - 1$ contrasts, where each contrast $k'$, $k' = 1, \ldots, K - 1$, is characterized by the set of contrast-specific parameters ($\alpha_k'$; $\delta_{ik}'$, for $i = 1, \ldots, I$) that models the probability of $Y_{ij}$ being equal to $k' + 1$ with respect to the probability of $Y_{ij}$ being equal to 1 (the reference category). 3 For each contrast the contrast-specific parameters describe the latent structure at the higher level of the hierarchy.

In order to set the parameters estimation procedure, we need to model the probability of $Y_{ij}$ conditional on the random effects distribution. In particular, considering $\mathbf{A} = (\alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_K)$ and $\Delta_i = (\delta_{i2}, \ldots, \delta_{iK})$, the conditional distribution of $Y_{ij}$ takes the following form:

\[
p(Y_{ij} | \mathbf{A}, \Delta_i) = \pi_{ij1}^{1_{[Y_{ij}=1]}} \times \pi_{ij2}^{1_{[Y_{ij}=2]}} \times \cdots \times \pi_{ijk}^{1_{[Y_{ij}=k]}}
\]

(4)

\[
= \prod_{k=1}^{K} \pi_{ijk}^{1_{[Y_{ij}=k]}} = \prod_{k=1}^{K} \left( \frac{\exp(\eta_{ijk})}{1 + \sum_{l=2}^{K} \exp(\eta_{ijl})} \right)^{1_{[Y_{ij}=k]}}.
\]

\[\text{We consider “1” as the reference category, but this choice is arbitrary, and it does not affect the model formulation.}\]

\[\text{Note that } k' \equiv k - 1 \text{ for } k = 2, \ldots, K \text{ and, therefore, the sequence of parameters } (\alpha_k'; \delta_{ik}', \text{ for } i = 1, \ldots, I) \text{ for } k' = 1, \ldots, K - 1 \text{ is equal to the sequence } (\alpha_k; \delta_{ik}, \text{ for } i = 1, \ldots, I) \text{ for } k = 2, \ldots, K.\]
Assuming that $Y_{ij}$ and $Y_{ij'}$ are independent for $j \neq j'$, the conditional distribution of $Y_i$ is

$$p(Y_i|A, \Delta_i) = \prod_{j=1}^{n_i} p(Y_{ij}|A, \Delta_i) = \prod_{j=1}^{n_i} \prod_{k=1}^{K} \pi_{ijk} \delta_{ij}(Y_{ij})$$

$$= \prod_{j=1}^{n_i} \prod_{k=1}^{K} \left( \frac{\exp(\eta_{ijk})}{1 + \sum_{i=2}^{K} \exp(\eta_{ijl})} \right)^{\delta_{ij}(Y_{ij})}.$$  

In a parametric framework, $\delta_{ik}$ are usually assumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution $N(0, \Omega_k)$ (De Leeuw, Meijer and Goldstein (2008)). To standardize the multiple random effects, we can decompose $\delta_{ik}$ as $\delta_{ik} = T_k\theta_i$, where $T_kT_k'$ is the Cholesky decomposition of $\Omega_k$ and $\theta_i \sim N(0, I)$ (De Leeuw, Meijer and Goldstein (2008)). $T_k$ is the random effects variance term. Given this formulation, the marginal density of $Y_i$, $h(Y_i)$, is expressed as the integral of the conditional likelihood, $p(Y_i|\theta)$, weighted by the prior density $g(\theta)$,

$$h(Y_i) = \int_\theta p(Y_i|\theta)g(\theta)\,d\theta,$$

where $g(\theta)$ is the multivariate standard normal density. To obtain the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters, the marginal log-likelihood from the level-2 units, $\log L = \sum_{i=1}^{l} \log h(Y_i)$, can be maximized, but it implies many computational issues (Skroondal and Rabe-Hesketh (2004)). Indeed, integration over the random effects distribution must be performed and this is often intractable.

Following the approach presented in Masci, Paganoni and Ieva (2019), we move to a semi-parametric framework, assuming the coefficients of the random effects to follow a discrete distribution with an a priori unknown number of support points. Under this assumption the multinomial logit takes the form

$$\eta_{ijk} = x'_{ij}\alpha_k + z'_{ij}b_{mk} \quad m_k = 1, \ldots, M_k, k = 2, \ldots, K,$$

where $M_k$ is the total number of support points of the discrete distribution of $b$ relative to the $k$th category, for $k = 2, \ldots, K$. The random effects distribution relative to each category $k$, for $k = 2, \ldots, K$, can be expressed as a set of points $(b_{1k}, \ldots, b_{M_k})$, where $M_k \leq l$ and $b_{mk} \in \mathcal{R}^q$ for $m_k = 1, \ldots, M_k$, and a set of weights $(w_{1k}, \ldots, w_{M_k})$, where $\sum_{m_k=1}^{M_k} w_{mk} = 1$ and $w_{mk} \geq 0$,

$$B = \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
b_{12}, b_{22}, \ldots, b_{M_{22}}, \\
(w_{12}), (w_{22}), \ldots, (w_{M_{22}}), \\
\ldots \\
b_{1K}, b_{2K}, \ldots, b_{MK K}, \\
(w_{1K}), (w_{2K}), \ldots, (w_{MK K}).
\end{array} \right\}$$

We call $P^*_k$ the discrete distribution relative to each $k = 2, \ldots, K$ that belongs to the class of all probability measures on $\mathcal{R}^q$. $P^*_k$ is a discrete measure with $M_k$ support points that can then be interpreted as the mixing distribution that generates the density of the stochastic model (7). In particular, $w_{mk} = P(\delta_{ik} = b_{mk})$, for $i = 1, \ldots, l$. The maximum likelihood estimator $\hat{P}^*_k$ of $P^*_k$ can be obtained following the theory of mixture likelihoods in Lindsay (1983a), Lindsay (1983b), who proved the existence, discreteness and uniqueness of the semi-parametric maximum likelihood estimator of a mixing distribution, in the case of exponential family densities. In particular, Lindsay (1983a), Lindsay (1983b) faced statistical problems (existence, discreteness, support size characterization and uniqueness), transforming them in geometrical problems, concerning support hyperplanes of the convex hull of the likelihood curve.
2.1. EM algorithm for semiparametric mixed-effects model for a multinomial response.

Given the proposed formulation, we implement an EM algorithm for the joint estimations of $\alpha_k$, $(b_{1k}, \ldots, b_{Mk})$, and $(w_k^{(1)}, \ldots, w_k^{M})$, for $k = 2, \ldots, K$, which is performed through the maximization of the likelihood, mixture by the discrete distribution of the random effects. Under these assumptions the marginal likelihood can be obtained as a weighted sum of all the conditional probabilities. In the extreme case of $K = 2$, that is, a classical logistic regression, we would have a unique distribution of $b$, that is, $b_1, \ldots, b_M$, and the marginal likelihood of $Y_i$ would take the form

$$h(Y_i|\alpha) = \sum_{m=1}^{M} w_m p(Y_i|\alpha, b_m).$$

In the case of a generic $K > 2$, the likelihood in equation (8) generalizes to the weighted sum of the likelihood of $Y$, conditioned to all the possible combinations, that are $M_{tot} = \prod_{k=2}^{K} M_k$ of the values of the $(K - 1)$ discrete distributions of random effects. We can write this likelihood as

$$h(Y_i|A) = \sum_{m=1}^{M_{tot}} w_m p(Y_i|A, B_m).$$

where $w_m$ is the weight relative to the $m$th combination of the $(K - 1)$ weights relative to the $(K - 1)$ contrasts and, analogously, $B_m$ is the $m$th combination of the random effects coefficients relative to the $(K - 1)$ contrasts. Assuming the independence of the random effects distributions across the $(K - 1)$ contrasts, we can marginalize the weights and write the likelihood as follows:

$$h(Y|A) = \sum_{m=1}^{M_{tot}} w_m p(Y|A, b_{12}, b_{13}, \ldots, b_{1K}) + w_{22} \times w_{13} \times \cdots \times w_{1K} \times p(Y|A, b_{22}, b_{13}, \ldots, b_{1K}) + \cdots + w_{M2} \times w_{M3} \times \cdots \times w_{MK} \times p(Y|A, b_{M2}, b_{M3}, \ldots, b_{MK}).$$

The EM algorithm proposed is an iterative algorithm that alternates two steps: the expectation step in which we compute the conditional expectation of the likelihood function with respect to the random effects, given the observations and the parameters that are computed in the previous iteration, and the maximization step in which we maximize the conditional expectation of the likelihood function. The observations are the values of the response variable $y_{ij}$ and of the covariates $x_{ij}$ and $z_{ij}$, for $j = 1, \ldots, n_i$ and $i = 1, \ldots, I$. The algorithm allows the number $n_i$, for $i = 1, \ldots, I$, of observations to be different across groups, but within each group missing data are not handled. At each iteration the EM algorithm updates the parameters to increase the likelihood in equation (10), and it continues until convergence or until a fixed number of iterations is reached. In particular, the update for the parameters relative to each response category $k$, for $k = 2, \ldots, K$, is given by

$$w_{m_{ik}}^{(up)} = \frac{1}{I} \sum_{i=1}^{I} W_{im_{ik}} \quad m_{k} = 1, \ldots, M_k,$$

where

$$W_{im_{ik}} = \frac{w_{m_{ik}} p(y_i|A, b_{m_{ik}}, \bar{b}_{l\neq k})}{\sum_{\gamma=1}^{M_k} w_{\gamma k} p(y_i|A, b_{\gamma k}, \bar{b}_{l\neq k})} \quad m_{k} = 1, \ldots, M_k,$$
and
\[
(\alpha_k^{(\text{up})}, b_{1k}^{(\text{up})}, \ldots, b_{M_k k}^{(\text{up})}) = \arg \max_{\alpha_k, b_{mk}, \bar{b}_{l \neq k}} \sum_{m_k=1}^{M_k} \sum_{i=1}^{I} W_{imk} \times \ln p(y_i | \alpha_k, \alpha_I^{(\text{old})}, b_{mk}, \bar{b}_l^{(\text{old})}).
\]

(13)

In equation (13) the random effects coefficients \(\bar{b}_l^{(\text{old})}\), for \(l \neq k\), are the mean of the discrete distribution relative to the \(l\)th category, \(\bar{b}_l^{(\text{old})} = \frac{\sum_{m_l=1}^{M_l} w_{mil} b_{mil}^{(\text{old})}}{\sum_{m_l=1}^{M_l} w_{mil}}\), computed in the previous iteration. In particular,
\[
p(y_i | \alpha_k, \alpha_I^{(\text{old})}, b_{mk}, \bar{b}_l^{(\text{old})}) = \prod_{j=1}^{n_i} \prod_{\gamma=1}^{K} \left(\frac{\exp(\eta_{ij\gamma})}{1 + \sum_{\nu=2}^{K} \exp(\eta_{ij\nu})}\right)^{I_{\gamma|y = \gamma}},
\]
\\
(14)

where
\[
\eta_{ij\gamma} = \begin{cases} x_{ij} \alpha_k + z_{ij} b_{mk} & \text{if } \gamma = k, \\
x_{ij} \alpha_I^{(\text{old})} + z_{ij} \sum_{m\gamma=1}^{M\gamma} w_{m\gamma}^{(\text{old})} b_{m\gamma}^{(\text{old})} & \text{if } \gamma \neq k. 
\end{cases}
\]
\\
(15)

The weight \(w_{mkk}^{(\text{up})}\) is the mean over the \(I\) groups of their weights relative to the \(m_k\)th subpopulation, relative to category \(k\). Coefficient \(W_{imk}\) represents the probability that group \(i\) belongs to subpopulation \(m_k\) conditionally on observations \(y_i\) and, given the fixed coefficients \(A\), with respect to category \(k\). The maximization step in equation (13) involves two steps, and it is done iteratively. In the first step, for each category \(k\), for \(k = 2, \ldots, K\), we compute \(\arg \max\) with respect to the support points \(b_{mk}\), for \(m_k = 1, \ldots, M_k\), keeping \(A\) and \(b_l\), for \(l \neq k\), fixed to the values computed in the previous iteration. In this way we can maximize the expected log-likelihood (computed in the expectation step) with respect to all support points \(b_{mk}\) separately, that is,
\[
b_{mk}^{(\text{up})} = \arg \max_{b_k} \sum_{i=1}^{I} W_{imk} \ln p(y_i | A, b_k, \bar{b}_l \neq k) \quad m_k = 1, \ldots, M_k, k = 2, \ldots, K.
\]
\\
(16)

In the second step we fix the support points of the random effects distributions computed in the previous step, and we compute the \(\arg \max\) in equation (13) with respect to \(\alpha\).

Since \(w_{mkk} = P(\delta_{ik} = b_{mk})\), then
\[
W_{imk} = \frac{w_{mkk} p(y_i | A, b_{mk}, \bar{b}_l \neq k)}{\sum_{\gamma=1}^{M_k} w_{\gamma k} p(y_i | A, b_{\gamma k}, \bar{b}_l \neq k)} = \frac{p(\delta_{ik} = b_{mk}) p(y_i | A, b_{mk}, \bar{b}_l \neq k)}{p(y_i | A)}
\]
\\
(17)

Therefore, to compute the point \(b_{mk}\) for each group \(i\), for \(i = 1, \ldots, I\), we maximize the conditional probability of \(\delta_{ik}\), given the observations \(y_i\), the coefficient \(A\) and the random effects relative to the other categories \(l, l \neq k\). The estimates of the coefficients \(\delta_{ik}\) of the
random effects for each group and each category is obtained by maximizing $W_{imkk}$ over $mk$, that is,

$$
\hat{\delta}_{ik} = b_{\hat{m}kk} \quad \text{where} \quad \hat{m}_k = \arg\max_{m_k} W_{imkk},
$$

(18)

$i = 1,\ldots, N, \quad k = 2,\ldots, K$.

Supplementary Material A in Masci, Ieva and Paganoni (2022) reports the increasing likelihood property proof of this parameters update procedure.

During the iterations of the EM algorithm, we perform the reduction of the support points of the random effects discrete distributions in order to identify, for $k = 2,\ldots, K$, $M_k < I$ subpopulations that describe the latent structure relative to each contrast $k' = k - 1$. To this end, we fix a threshold distance $D_k$, for $k = 2,\ldots, K$, and when two mass points, relative to category $k$, $b_{mkk}$ and $b_{mlk}$ are closer than $D_k$, they collapse to a unique point $b_{mk,lk} = (b_{mkk} + b_{mlk})/2$ with associated weight $w_{ml,k} = w_{mlk} + w_{mkk}$. The threshold $D_k$ is allowed to differ across the categories, that is, we may choose $(K - 1)$ different values, one for each of the $(K - 1)$ random effects distributions, depending on the problem. For each category $k$, $k = 2,\ldots, K$, the first two masses that collapse to a unique point are the two masses with the minimum Euclidean distance, among the couples of masses with Euclidean distance less than $D_k$, and so on.

An other criterion for the support reduction regards the minimum number of groups within each subpopulation. Starting from a given iteration up to the end, we fix a threshold $\tilde{w}_k$, for $k = 2,\ldots, K$, and we remove mass points with weight $w_{mkk} < \tilde{w}_k$. This criterion goes in the direction of the outlier detection, since the groups that will not be associated to any subpopulation with a minimum weight $\tilde{w}_k$, for $k = 2,\ldots, K$, will result as anomalous groups. By tuning the two parameters $D_k$ and $\tilde{w}_k$, we can govern these two collapsing criteria. Supplementary Material B in Masci, Ieva and Paganoni (2022) reports further insights about the discrete distribution support points initialization, the support points collapse criteria and the convergence criteria.

Some final issues that deserve attention regard inference and stability of the parameter estimates and model identifiability. Theoretically, the asymptotic inferential theory for the fixed effects estimation would parallel the standard maximum likelihood theory, but this theory is partly lacking because of the unknown mixture support size. Despite this, Hartzel (2000) examined the Wald and likelihood-ratio tests for mixed-effects models for a multinomial response, concluding that they provide appropriate inference for the semiparametric maximum likelihood approach. Moreover, regarding the stability of fixed effects parameters, studies on the comparison between parametric and nonparametric approach confirm that, for a semiparametric approach, the estimated bias for $\alpha$ is similar to the parametric approach one. In particular, they suggest that parametric and semiparametric approach produce essentially unbiased estimates of $\alpha$, with similar behavior under various random effects distributions and subpopulations sizes (Hartzel, Agresti and Caffo (2001)). Regarding identifiability issues, a mixture is identifiable if it is uniquely characterized, that is, if two distinct sets of parameters defining the mixture can not yield to the same distribution. Again, Hartzel (2000) provided sufficient conditions for the identifiability of overdispersed multinomial regression models, but we are aware that further studies are needed for the more general case considered here.

3. Simulation study. In this section we propose a simulation study to test the MSPEM algorithm performance under different settings. Let consider a categorical response variable that assumes three possible values in $\mathcal{K} = \{1, 2, 3\}$, where $k = 1$ is the reference category. We simulate three different settings: (i) one considering only a random intercept, (ii) one
considering only a random slope and (iii) one considering both random intercept and random slope. In the application for modelling student dropout, shown in Section 4, we have a three-categories response, and we consider the case of only a random intercept. Here in the simulation study, we maintain the three-categories response to ease the reader, and, besides the case (i) of a random intercept, we add the other two random effects cases in order to show the method results in more complex settings. We include two covariates in the model (considered as both fixed or one random and one fixed) to be in line with the case study.

We consider $I = 100$ groups of data, where each group contains 200 observations, and we induce the presence of three subpopulations regarding category $k = 2$, that is, $M_2 = 3$, and two subpopulations regarding category $k = 3$, that is, $M_3 = 2$. In particular, for $j = 1, \ldots, 200$ and $i = 1, \ldots, 100$, we consider the model

$$\pi_{ijk} = P(Y_{ij} = k) = \frac{\exp(\eta_{ijk})}{1 + \sum_{l=2}^{3} \exp(\eta_{ijl})} \quad \text{for } k = 2, 3;$$

(19)

$$\pi_{ij1} = P(Y_{ij} = 1) = \frac{1}{1 + \sum_{l=2}^{3} \exp(\eta_{ijl})},$$

where the linear predictor $\eta_{ik} = (\eta_{i1k}, \ldots, \eta_{i200k})$ is defined by the following data generating process

(i) Random intercept case ($\eta_{ik} = \alpha_{1i}x_{1i} + \alpha_{2i}x_{2i} + \delta_{ik}$)

\begin{equation}
\eta_{i2} = \begin{cases} 
+4x_{1i} - 3x_{2i} - 7 & i = 1, \ldots, 30, \\
+4x_{1i} - 3x_{2i} - 4 & i = 31, \ldots, 60, \\
+4x_{1i} - 3x_{2i} - 2 & i = 61, \ldots, 100, 
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

(20)

\begin{equation}
\eta_{i3} = \begin{cases} 
-2x_{1i} + 2x_{2i} - 5 & i = 1, \ldots, 60, \\
-2x_{1i} + 2x_{2i} - 2 & i = 61, \ldots, 100, 
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

(ii) Random slope case ($\eta_{ik} = \alpha_{1i} + \alpha_{2i}x_{1i} + \delta_{ik}z_{1i}$)

\begin{equation}
\eta_{i2} = \begin{cases} 
-1 - 3x_{1i} + 5z_{1i} & i = 1, \ldots, 30, \\
-1 - 3x_{1i} + 2z_{1i} & i = 31, \ldots, 60, \\
-1 - 3x_{1i} - 1z_{1i} & i = 61, \ldots, 100, 
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

(21)

\begin{equation}
\eta_{i3} = \begin{cases} 
-2 + 2x_{1i} - 2z_{1i} & i = 1, \ldots, 60, \\
-2 + 2x_{1i} - 6z_{1i} & i = 61, \ldots, 100, 
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

(iii) Random intercept and slope case ($\eta_{ik} = \alpha_{i}x_{1i} + \delta_{1ik} + \delta_{2ik}z_{1i}$)

\begin{equation}
\eta_{i2} = \begin{cases} 
-5x_{1i} - 6 + 5z_{1i} & i = 1, \ldots, 30, \\
-5x_{1i} - 4 + 2z_{1i} & i = 31, \ldots, 60, \\
-5x_{1i} - 8 - 1z_{1i} & i = 61, \ldots, 100, 
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

(22)

\begin{equation}
\eta_{i3} = \begin{cases} 
+2x_{1i} + 1 - 4z_{1i} & i = 1, \ldots, 60, \\
+2x_{1i} - 1 + 2z_{1i} & i = 61, \ldots, 100, 
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

---

4The number of observations is allowed to be different across groups. Here, to facilitate the reader and without loss of generality, we consider it unvaried across groups.

5Without loss of generality, we consider two covariates, simulating the case in which they are both fixed or one random and one fixed. The choice of coefficients values is arbitrary: in this case they are chosen in order to simulate different situations in which we obtain both balanced and unbalanced categories.
Table 1
_MSPEM algorithm performance across the 500 runs for each of the three cases._ First column reports the number of runs out of 500 in which the algorithm identifies the correct number of subpopulations that are simulated in the DGP in equations (20), (21) and (22); second column reports the number of runs out of the number of runs in which the algorithm identifies \(M_2 = 3\) and \(M_3 = 2\) (reported in the first column) in which the algorithm correctly assigns each group to the correspondent subpopulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># runs in which MSPEM identifies (M_2 = 3) and (M_3 = 2)</th>
<th># runs in which MSPEM correctly classifies all groups into subpopulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) Random intercept case</td>
<td>473 out of 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Random slope case</td>
<td>453 out of 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) Random intercept and slope case</td>
<td>422 out of 500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variables \(x_1, x_2\) and \(z_1\) are normally distributed with mean equal to 0 and standard deviation equal to 1.

We perform 500 runs of the MSPEM algorithm for each of the three settings shown in (20), (21) and (22). We fix \(D_k = 1\) for \(k = \{2, 3\}\) as threshold value for the support points collapse criterium, \(\hat{w}_k = 0\) for \(k = \{2, 3\}\) to allow the presence of subpopulations containing a single group, \(tolR = tolF = 0.01\), \(itmax = 50\) and \(itl = 30\) (see Supplementary Material B in Masci, Ieva and Paganoni (2022)). The algorithm starts by considering \(M_k^* = 20\), for \(k = \{2, 3\}\) support points, extracted from a uniform distribution with support on the entire range of possible values, that is, the range of the distribution of coefficients obtained by fitting \(I\) distinct multinomial logistic regressions. Starting weights are uniformly distributed on these 20 support points (see Supplementary Material B in Masci, Ieva and Paganoni (2022) for more details). In all the runs, the algorithm converges in a number of iterations that range between five and 10. Table 1 reports the number of runs out of 500 in which the algorithm identifies the simulated number of subpopulations (i.e., \(M_2 = 3\) and \(M_3 = 2\)) and correctly assigns groups to the identified subpopulations for all the three cases.

The algorithm correctly identifies the simulated number of subpopulations in more than 84% of the runs and classifies all groups into the correspondent subpopulations in more than 63% of the runs for all of the three cases. In the remaining runs the algorithm usually identifies a higher number of subpopulations (i.e., \(M_2 = 4\) instead of 3, and \(M_3 = 3\) instead of 2), being it more sensitive to the variability among the data or misclassifies a very small percentage of groups into the identified subpopulations (usually no more than three groups out of 100).

Table 2 reports the results of the estimated coefficients in the three different settings. Descriptive statistics about estimated fixed effects coefficients are computed on the total number of runs, while random effects ones are computed only on the runs where the estimated number of subpopulations corresponds to the simulated one (i.e., the majority of the cases). Indeed, when the algorithm identifies a higher number of subpopulations with respect to the simulated ones, it simply splits a subpopulation into two or more subpopulations, but the fixed effects coefficients estimates do not result to be affected by the number of subpopulations identified in the data. The estimated coefficients are very close to the original ones, and their variability is low. The identification of subpopulations and their relative numerosity depends on the tuning parameter \(D_k\), that, given the order of magnitude of the simulated coefficients, we fix equal to the unit (\(D_k = 1\), for \(k = \{2, 3\}\)). Increasing the value of \(D_k\), the mass points of the random effects coefficients distribution that have higher distances will collapse to a unique point, and the MSPEM algorithm will be less sensitive to the variability among the \(I\) groups, identifying a smaller number of subpopulations. On the opposite, decreasing the value of \(D_k\), mass points that have smaller distances (not smaller than \(D_k\)), will not collapse.
to a unique point, and the algorithm will identify a higher number of subpopulations. More details about the impact of the choice of \( D_k \) and some insights about how to identify its best choice can be found in Masci, Paganoni and Ieva (2019).

In order to visualize the results, Figure 1 reports the baseline-category logits, computed for each combination of subpopulations across the categories, for the three simulated cases, extracted from one of the 500 runs (randomly chosen). Given the data generating process in equations (20), (21) and (22), the joint distribution of the two random effects coefficients distributions has, in all the three settings, three nonzero weight support points that we express as \([\hat{b}_{m2}; \hat{b}_{m3}]\). In particular, these three support points with their relative weights are \([\hat{b}_{12}; \hat{b}_{13}]\) with weight 0.3, \([\hat{b}_{22}; \hat{b}_{13}]\) with weight 0.3 and \([\hat{b}_{32}; \hat{b}_{23}]\) with weight 0.4. Indeed, there are no groups that, for example, belong to subpopulation 1, regarding \( k = 2 \), and subpopulation 2, regarding \( k = 3 \). We report the \( 2-D \) visualization of the logits in which on the abscissa we report the covariate \( x_1 \) for the random intercept case and \( z_1 \) for random slope and random intercept and slope cases, respectively; we then adjust the baseline-category logits for
FIG. 1. Baseline-category logits estimated by MSPEM algorithm for the three DGP in equations (20), (21) and (22), first, second and third row, respectively. Each row reports the three combinations with nonzero weight of the two random effects distributions, that is, the one relative to category $k = 2$ and the one relative to category $k = 3$. For the three cases, respectively, panels (a), (d) and (g) report the logits estimated for subpopulation 1 relative to category $k = 2$ and subpopulation 1 relative to category $k = 3$; panels (b), (e) and (h) report the logits for subpopulation 2 relative to category $k = 2$ and subpopulation 1 relative to category $k = 3$ and panels (c), (f) and (i) report the logits for subpopulation 3 relative to category $k = 2$ and subpopulation 2 relative to category $k = 3$.

the average effect of the second covariate.\textsuperscript{6} We observe that, while from panel (a) to panel (h) of Figure 1, all categories have positive probabilities across all subpopulations; panel (i) represents a case in which the probability that an observation $y_{ij}$ of a group belonging to this

\textsuperscript{6}This choice is due to the fact that we are interested in visualizing the trends of the logits for the different values of the random effects coefficients, that is, the intercept and the slope relative to $z_1$.  
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subpopulation is equal to \( k = 2 \), that is, \( \pi_{ij2} \), is constantly almost null for any value of the covariates.

Lastly, we can evaluate the uncertainty of classification (with which the algorithm classifies groups into subpopulations) by measuring the entropy of the rows of the matrices \( W_k \), for \( k = \{2, 3\} \). In the best case, that is, when the algorithm assigns each group \( i \) to a subpopulation \( m_k \), relative to category \( k \) with probability 1, each row of the matrix \( W_k \) would be composed of \( M_k - 1 \) values equal to 0 and a value equal to 1. In this scenario the entropy \( E_i = -\sum_{m_k=1}^{M_k} W_{imk} \ln(W_{imk}) \) of each row \( i \) of the matrix \( W_k \) would be equal to 0. The more the distribution of the weights is uniform on the \( M_k \) mass points, the higher is the entropy and, therefore, the higher is the uncertainty of classification. The worst case happens when the distribution of the weights of a group \( i \) is uniform on the \( M_k \) subpopulations (\( W_{imk} = 1/M_k \) for \( m_k = 1, \ldots, M_k \)) which corresponds to an entropy \( E_i = -\sum_{m_k=1}^{M_k} 1/M_k \ln(1/M_k) = -\ln(1/M_k) \). Furthermore, the analysis of the entropy of the conditional weights matrices \( W_k \) might help to select the value of the tuning parameter \( D_k \), suggesting a lower bound for \( D_k \) that minimizes the entropy.\(^7\) In order to ease the interpretation and the comparison across methods, we refer to the normalised entropy, that is, the value of the entropy divided by the maximum possible entropy value (\(-\ln(1/M_k)\)). The normalised entropy ranges between 0 and 1. Figure 2 reports the distribution of the normalised entropy of \( W_{i2} \) and \( W_{i3} \), for \( i = 1, \ldots, I \), for the three simulated cases, averaged on the runs in which the algorithm identifies \( M_2 = 3 \) and \( M_3 = 2 \).\(^8\)

We observe that the entropy level is always very low (considering that maximum uncertainty corresponds to the maximum entropy of 1), suggesting that, for the simulated data, the MSPEM algorithm classifies groups into subpopulations with a low level of uncertainty (i.e., it clearly distinguishes the presence of patterns within the data). In particular, by comparing the three panels of Figure 2, we note that when the complexity of the random component

\[ \text{FIG. 2. Boxplots of the normalised entropy of } W_k, \text{ for } k = \{2, 3\}, \text{ measured for each group, obtained by averaging the entropy in the runs in which the algorithm identifies } M_2 = 3 \text{ and } M_3 = 2, \text{ for the random intercept case (a), random slope case (b) and random intercept and slope case (c).} \]

\(^7\)Note that this entropy-based method only drives the choice of the minimum value of \( D_k \) but not the maximum one. Indeed, by increasing \( D_k \), the mass points of random effects will easily collapse to a low number of final mass points, and the algorithm will assign each group to a subpopulation with a very low level on uncertainty (having it no choice), but this is clearly not an indicator of goodness of the model. On the opposite, if for smaller values of \( D_k \) the algorithm is still able to assign groups to the subpopulations with a low level of uncertainty, this means that the groups are well distinguished, even at this deepness.

\(^8\)Entropy values relative to \( k = 2 \) are normalised by \(-\ln(3/3)\) (since \( M_k = 3 \)), while entropy values relative to \( k = 3 \) are normalised by \(-\ln(1/2)\) (since \( M_k = 2 \)).
increases (and this happens accordingly to the order (a)—only random intercept, (b)—only random slope and (c)—random intercept and slope), the entropy also increases. Further analysis show that the entropy computed on the runs in which the algorithm identifies more than $M_2 = 3$ and $M_3 = 2$ subpopulations as well as the entropy obtained with smaller tuning parameters $D_k$, for $k = \{2, 3\}$, are higher, suggesting that the algorithm does not clearly distinguish the belonging of groups to the subpopulations which result to be too close with respect to the variability within the data. In this sense the entropy of $W$ provides a good indicator both for the choice of the algorithm parameters and for the evaluation of the final model.

In the context of identifying good values for the tuning parameter $D_k$, a last note regards the maximum likelihood values found by the MSPEM algorithm. In Supplementary Material A in Masci, Ieva and Paganoni (2022), we prove that the proposed EM algorithm increases the likelihood at every step, considering a given number of support points $M_k$ for the random effects distribution. The agglomerated phase, in which we force the support points closest than $D_k$ to collapse, reduces the random effects distribution cardinality and induces the likelihood to decrease. Indeed, every time that two mass points collapse, the parameters space on which we look for the maximum likelihood reduces to a subspace of the previous one. Since the MSPEM algorithm’s aim is to cluster groups of observations, we tolerate lower values of the likelihood, but we gain in the identification of a latent distribution of groups. In this sense we expect the maximum likelihood to decrease when $D_k$ increases (and, therefore, $M_k$ decreases). In this perspective the best value of $D_k$ is the one that corresponds to the elbow of the maximum likelihood trend: we look for the minimum number of subpopulations (i.e., maximum clustering) whose parameters still provide high values of the likelihood (i.e., minimum loss in the likelihood).

Results of the presented simulation study show the capability of the MSPEM algorithm to identify the simulated subpopulations of groups and to estimate the model parameters. Nonetheless, Table 2 shows that the bias in some estimates is not completely negligible. In the light of the asymptotically unbiased property of the ML estimates in multinomial regression, we make a further simulation study in which we reproduce the one presented in this section but consider 500 observations within each group $i = 1, \ldots, 100$, instead of 200. Supplementary Material C in Masci, Ieva and Paganoni (2022) reports the results and evidences that, by increasing the number of observations, the MSPEM algorithm provides much more unbiased and stable estimates and lower level of uncertainty. In this perspective it is worth to notice that, even if a number of observations equal to 200 constitutes a relatively big group size, the simulated model parameters generate unbalanced categories, some of which present very low absolute frequencies.

4. Case study: University student dropout across engineering degree programmes.

We apply the MSPEM algorithm to data about PoliMI students in order to classify different profiles of engineering students and to identify subpopulations of similar degree programmes. We focus on all concluded careers of students enrolled in an engineering programme of PoliMI in the academic year between 2010/2011 and 2015/2016. PoliMI offers 23 different engineering programmes, and students are structurally nested within those programmes. We exclude from the study four degree programmes having few students enrolled—less than 200. The dataset considers 18,604 concluded careers of students nested within 19 engineering degree programmes (the smallest and the largest degree programmes contain 341 and 1246 students, respectively). 32.7% of these careers is concluded with a dropout, while the remaining 67.3% regards graduate students. We distinguish between two types of dropout:

- **early dropout**—occurs when the student drops within the *third* semester after the enrolment;
- **late dropout**—occurs when the student drops after the *third* semester after the enrolment.
We make this distinction because we believe the determinants that drive these two types of dropout might be structurally different. The sample contains 16.2% of early dropout students, 16.5% of late dropout students and 67.3% of graduate ones.

The MSPEM algorithm, applied to these data, models the probability of being early or late dropout student, given student characteristics and early career information, and considers the nested structure of students within the 19 degree programmes. In particular, we are interested in identifying subpopulations of degree programmes, depending on their effects on early and late dropout probability.

Regarding student characteristics, besides the status of the concluded career and the degree programme the student is enrolled in, we consider the number of European Credit Transfer System credits (ECTS), that is, the credits he/she obtained at the first semester of the first year of career (the variable has been standardized in order to have 0 mean and 1 sd) and his/her gender (the sample contains 22.3% females and 77.7% males). We consider the information at the first semester of career because it is observable for all students (either dropout or graduate) and guided by the aim of predicting student dropout as soon as possible, that is, at the beginning of the student career. Previous studies on these data reveal that the number of credits obtained at the first semester of career is the most significant covariate for predicting student dropout (Cannistrà et al. (2021), Pellagatti et al. (2021), Fontana et al. (2021)). Table 3 reports the variables considered in the analysis with their explanation.

For each student $j$, for $j = 1, \ldots, n_i$, nested within degree programme $i$, for $i = 1, \ldots, I$ (with $I = 19$), the mixed-effects multinomial logit model takes the following form:

\begin{equation}
Y_{ij} \begin{cases} \text{Graduate} & \pi_{ij1}, \\
\text{Early dropout} & \pi_{ij2}, \\
\text{Late dropout} & \pi_{ij3}, \end{cases}
\end{equation}

where

\begin{equation}
\pi_{ijk} = P(Y_{ij} = k) = \frac{\exp(\eta_{ijk})}{1 + \sum_{k=2}^{3} \exp(\eta_{ijk})} \quad \text{for } k = 1, \ldots, 3
\end{equation}

and

\begin{equation}
\eta_{ijk} = \begin{cases} x_{ij}' \alpha_k + \delta_{ik} & k = 2, 3, \\
0 & k = 1. \end{cases}
\end{equation}

$Y_{ij}$ corresponds to the student Status (Graduate is the reference category); $x_{ij}$ is the two-dimensional vector of fixed effects covariates that contains student Gender and TotalCredits1.1, $\alpha_k$ is the two-dimensional vector of fixed effects coefficients relative to the $k$th category and $\delta_{ik}$ is the random intercept relative to the $i$th degree programme (DegProg) and to the $k$th category.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type of variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Status of concluded career</td>
<td>Three-levels factor ($G =$ graduate; $D1 =$ early dropout; $D2 =$ late dropout)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Gender of the student</td>
<td>Binary (Male = 0, Female = 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotalCredits1.1</td>
<td>Number of ECTS obtained by the student during the first semester of the first year</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DegProg</td>
<td>Degree programme the student is enrolled in</td>
<td>19-levels factor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We run the MSPEM algorithm with tollR=tollF=10^{-2}, itmax=60, itl=20, \hat{w} = 0 (because we do not want to fix a minimum number of degree programmes within each subpopulation) and D_k = 0.3, for k = 2, 3. Since I = 19 is reasonably low, the algorithm starts by considering M_k^* = 19 starting support points, for k = \{2, 3\}, identified by I multinomial logistic regression. Starting weights are uniformly distributed on these 19 support points, for k = \{2, 3\}. The algorithm converges in seven iterations and identifies four supopulations for both categories k = 2 (early dropout) and k = 3 (late dropout). Table 4 reports the estimated model parameters.

By looking at Table 4, we observe that females have, on average, lower probability of both early and, especially, late dropout than males (−0.153 and −0.685, respectively). The number of credits obtained at the first semester is inversely proportional to the probability of both early and late dropout: the higher is the value of TotalCredits1.1, the lower is the estimated probability of late and, especially, early dropout (−1.899 and −2.704, respectively). Regarding the random intercepts, Table 4 reports the random intercepts associated to the four subpopulations, for each k, with their weights, ordered increasingly. The distributions of the 19 degree programmes across the identified subpopulations relative to k = 2, 3 are reported in Table 5. Each degree program belongs to the subpopulation for which the posterior conditional weight is the highest. For each k, subpopulation 1 contains the degree programmes associated to the lowest random intercept, that is, degree programmes in which students are less likely to dropout with respect to the average. On the opposite, subpopulation 4 contains the degree programmes associated to the highest random intercept, that is, degree programmes in which students are more likely to dropout with respect to the average.

Regarding early dropout (i.e., k = 2), from Table 5 we observe that the most numerous subpopulation (subpopulation 1, containing eight degree programmes out of 19 − \hat{w}_{12} = 0.482) is the one associated to the lowest early dropout probability, while the other three subpopulations contain degree programmes in which students are more likely to early drop out, net to their personal characteristics. In particular, biomedical engineering is identified as an outlier, associated to the highest early dropout probability.\(^9\) For late dropout (i.e., k = 3), the most numerous subpopulation is subpopulation 2 (containing eight degree programmes out of 19 − \hat{w}_{23} = 0.421), and, with respect to it, there is a subpopulation of degree programmes

\(^9\) This result is reasonable and expected since in Italy many students who can not access the medicine faculty, given to the selective entrance exam, attend different faculties, for example, biomedical engineering, waiting to be admitted to medicine.
### Table 5

Distribution of the 19 degree programmes across the four identified subpopulations relative to $k = 2, 3$. For each $k$ the order of the four subpopulations is coherent to the one of the estimated random intercepts in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subpopulation 1</th>
<th>Subpopulation 2</th>
<th>Subpopulation 3</th>
<th>Subpopulation 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace Eng</td>
<td>Civil Eng</td>
<td>Chemical Eng</td>
<td>Biomedical Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil and Environmental Eng</td>
<td>Building Eng</td>
<td>Materials and Nanot. Eng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation Eng</td>
<td>Telecom. Eng</td>
<td>Physics Eng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Production Eng</td>
<td>Energy Eng</td>
<td>Mathematical Eng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Eng</td>
<td>Management Eng</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Eng</td>
<td>Eng of Computing Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Eng</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environ. and Land Planning Eng</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Early dropout ($k = 2$)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Early dropout ($k = 2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subpopulation 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil and Environmental Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Production Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environ. and Land Planning Eng</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Late dropout ($k = 3$)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Late dropout ($k = 3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subpopulation 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil and Environmental Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Production Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environ. and Land Planning Eng</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
associated to a lower late dropout probability and two subpopulations associated to higher late dropout probability. In particular, electronic engineering and engineering of computing system (subpopulation 4) are the ones in which students are more likely to late drop out.

In order to evaluate the uncertainty of classification of the MSPEM algorithm in this case study, panel (a) in Figure 3 reports the normalised entropy distribution of the weight matrices $W_k$, for $k = \{2, 3\}$, computed as the entropy divided by the maximum entropy relative to the case of four subpopulations, that is, $-\log(1/4) = 1.38$. The normalised entropies of $W_1$ and, especially, $W_2$ are low (in particular, normalised entropy median and mean are 0.031 and 0.109 for $k = 2$ and 0.015 and 0.035 for $k = 3$, respectively), suggesting that most of degree programmes are associated to a subpopulation with a very low level of uncertainty. This result also drove our choice of $D = 0.3$, since it is a threshold that allows to distinguish the highest number of subpopulations with a low level of uncertainty. Lastly, panel (b) in Figure 3 gives us a graphical representation of the correlation among the subpopulations distributions relative to $k = 2, 3$. For each couple of mass points $(m_{\phi_1}, m_{\psi_2})$, for $\phi, \psi = 1, \ldots, 4$, bubble size is proportional to the number of degree programmes that belong to this couple. It does not emerge a clear correlation between the two distributions (considering that most of the observations are in the first two subpopulations for both $k = 2, 3$), but we notice that there are no degree programmes associated to both high early and late dropout probability (i.e., there are no subpopulations belonging to couples $(m_{32}, m_{33})$, $(m_{42}, m_{33})$, $(m_{32}, m_{43})$ and $(m_{42}, m_{43})$), suggesting that degree programmes in which students are more likely to early drop out are also less likely to late drop out and vice-versa.

4.1. Comparison with MCMCglmm method. As we anticipated in the Introduction, Hadfield et al. (2010) propose an MCMC method for multiresponse generalized linear mixed-models that provides a robust strategy for marginalizing the random effects. Here, we apply

Note that for small variations of D around 0.3, for example, ±0.05, results remain consistent.
the relative \textit{MCMCglmm} R function to the PoliMI case study in order to compare the results with the ones obtained with the MSPEM algorithm. We run the \textit{MCMCglmm} function with the same set of variables and assumptions selected for the MSPEM algorithm, without specifying any prior, with 30,000 MCMC iterations and a burnin of 2000. Fixed effects estimates are reported in Table 6, while random intercepts with their confidence intervals are shown in Figure 4. Clearly, since the two methods assume the random effects coefficients to follow different distributions, we obtain two different types of results: the MSPEM algorithm identifies a latent structure at the degree programmes level, clustering degree programmes into subpopulations; the MCMCglmm method estimates a single intercept for each degree programme, obtaining a ranking of degree courses. By looking at Table 6, we observe that the estimated coefficients relative to Gender and TotalCredits1.1, for both $k = 2$, $3$, are coherent with the ones obtained by the MSPEM algorithm, shown in Table 4. This result is in line with the stability theory about fixed effects coefficients that result not to be affected by random effects distributions. Regarding the estimated random intercepts, we are interested in seeing whether the subpopulations, identified by the MSPEM algorithm, are coherent with the ranking of the MCMCglmm intercepts. Results are satisfyingly consistent.

For early dropout, Biomedical Engineering, which composes the “outlier” Subpopulation 4,
is also the first in the intercepts ranking in panel (a) of Figure 4, resulting to be the degree programme associated to the highest early dropout probability by both the methods. Equivalently, Subpopulation 1, associated to the lowest early dropout probability, contains degree programmes that are at the bottom of the ranking in panel (a) of Figure 4, except for Electronic and Electrical Engineering. For late dropout the consistency of results between the two methods is even sharper: the four subpopulations identified by the MSPEM algorithm clusters the 19 degree programmes according to the ranking shown in panel (b) of Figure 4, identifying the first two degree programmes, that is, Engineering of Computing Systems and Electronic Engineering, as components of the subpopulation associated to the highest late dropout probability. To ease the comparison between the two methods, degree programmes on the vertical axes in Figure 4 are sided by their associated subpopulation in Table 5.

The identification of subpopulations might also be interpreted as a robustness check tool for the groups’ ranking that we obtain when assuming normal distributed random effects: in the fully parametric context, we have no evidence to document differences and, consequently, to create a statistically significant ranking between groups whose associated confidence intervals are overlapped. Equivalently, we have no evidence to identify significant differences between those groups whose confidence intervals contain zero and the average. To this perspective, groups that have confidence intervals clearly far from zero or from the ones of other groups are expected to belong to “outlier” subpopulations, while groups that have confidence intervals overlapped to many other ones are expected to be misclassified within subpopulations.

Lastly, regarding possible implications, the identified subpopulations could be characterized in terms of degree programmes information in order to identify potential drivers of the different students dropout rates.

Comparison of MSPEM and MCMCglmm goodness of fit. From an interpretative point of view, the MSPEM and the MCMCglmm algorithms produce comparable results and identify coherent associations between the fixed effects coefficients and the response and similar patterns in the degree programmes effects. In order to evaluate and compare the goodness of fit of the two methods, we compute their relative misclassification tables.11

The two methods reveal similar predictive performances. Error rates are 21.6% for MCMCglmm and 23.3% for MSPEM, respectively. The MSPEM algorithm that considers, for each contrast, the four identified subpopulations as representative of the different dynamics across the 19 degree programmes, fits the data comparably well to the MCMCglmm that considers a different dynamic for each single degree programme.

5. Concluding remarks and future perspectives. In this paper we propose a semiparametric multinomial mixed-effects linear model, together with an expectation-maximization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Misclassification tables relative to MSPEM (left tabular) and MCMCglmm (right tabular) predictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pred D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pred D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pred G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pred D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pred D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pred G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11In the perspective of evaluating the goodness of fit, we report in Table 7 the misclassification tables computed on the same set of data we used to train the models.
algorithm to estimate its parameters, to model university student dropout. We assume the random effects of the mixed-effects model to follow a discrete distribution with an unknown number of support points. Considering a multinomial response variable assuming $K$ categories, the model is identified by $K - 1$ $p$-dimensional vectors of fixed effects coefficients (where $p$ is the number of fixed effects covariates) and $K - 1$ $q$-variate random effects distributions (where $q$ is the number of random effects covariates) with $M_k'$ support points, for $k' = 1, \ldots, K - 1$. This modelling allows us to identify a latent structure at the highest level of the hierarchy in which groups collapse into a finite and a priori unknown number of subpopulations. In particular, we estimate a subpopulations distribution related to each of the $K - 1$ baseline-category logits. Moreover, in a multinomial response context in which classical gaussian random effects are analytically and numerically difficult to be integrated out, our proposed discrete random effects allow us to express the marginal distribution of the response as a weighted sum, avoiding difficult integration problems.

We develop the MSPEM algorithm guided by the aim of profiling university students and of identifying subpopulations of engineering degree programmes, standing on their effects on their students dropout probability. In particular, we model different profiles of engineering university students, considering their early career information and their nested structure within degree programmes. The algorithm identifies subpopulations of degree programmes in which students are more/less likely to early or late drop their studies. We compare our results with the ones obtained by applying a fully parametric method, the MCMCglmm, to the same dataset, underlining similarities and differences and exploiting the different types of results provided by fully parametric and semiparametric methods.

From an interpretative point of view, the MSPEM algorithm can be seen as an in-built clustering tool, and the subpopulations identified by it represent an alternative to the ranking provided by classical parametric mixed-effects models. In the general context of educational data, lower education students are nested within classes and schools, whose cardinality is often very high. In this perspective, identifying subpopulations of classes/schools, instead of a ranking of hundreds or thousands of observations whose estimates are sometimes so closed to be indistinguishable, might be easier and more effective. Moreover, the number of subpopulations is not fixed a priori, but it is estimated by the algorithm based on the threshold value of the euclidean distance $D$ between mass points. This allows us to build the subpopulations standing on how much we want to be sensitive to the differences at the highest level of the hierarchy, depending on the aims of the study.

This work enters in the literature about mixed-effects models with discrete random effects (Aitkin (1999), Hartzel (2000), Masci, Paganoni and Ieva (2019)) and proposes a novel method that deals with multinomial responses. The MSPEM algorithm has been developed for our specific case study, but, sharpening its settings and augmenting its complexity, it is possible to refine this study adding, for example, further students or degree programmes information among the fixed or random effects covariates. More generally, it can be applied to any classification problem dealing with a multiple categories response and hierarchical data, a context in which the literature is still poor and quite challenging.

The development of mixed-effects multinomial models with discrete random effects is still at its beginning. Several issues remain unresolved, and further developments are needed regarding the random effects structure assumptions, the coefficients significance and the variability and stability of estimates. First and foremost, at the current state of the art, random effects are considered independent across categories. Since the random effects from different logits arise from the same subjects, this assumption may be unrealistic and too restrictive. Especially, panel (b) in Figure 3 shows that, in the case study, the distributions of degree programmes on the random effects support points relative to the two contrasts are not independent. This evident pattern in the bivariate distribution reveals that we are not taking into
account an important part of the data structure. Therefore, a first future perspective regards the possibility to relax the independence assumption across categories, extending the proposed method to deal with various complex dependence structures for modelling more realistic correlations within real data. A second aspect that deserves attention regards the measurement of the estimates’ variability, that is, the estimation of fixed and random effects coefficients standard errors and of their significance. At the current state of the art, the MSPEM algorithm does not provide estimates of standard errors. Further work is needed to assess the significance of fixed effects coefficients by means, for example, of likelihood-ratio tests and to evaluate the relevance of the identified random effects structure. To this end, in parametric multilevel models the variance partition coefficient measures the percentage variability explained by the data highest level structure. Its extension to semiparametric multilevel models have also been proposed (Goldstein, Browne and Rasbash (2002), Rights and Sterba (2016), Masci et al. (2021)), and we are working to adapt it to the case of multinomial semiparametric mixed-effects models.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplement to “Semiparametric multinomial mixed-effects models: A university students profiling tool” (DOI: 10.1214/21-AOAS1559SUPP; .pdf). Supplementary Material to the paper is provided in Masci, Ieva and Paganoni (2022) and contains the following three sections. SM-A: Proof of the increasing likelihood property of the MSPEM algorithm. In this section, we show the proof of the increasing likelihood property of the MSPEM algorithm. In particular, we show how we derive equations (11) and (13) and why these two equations constitute the steps of the Expectation-Maximization algorithm. SM-B: Technical details about the MSPEM algorithm. Technical details about the MSPEM algorithm are given. We give insights about the discrete distribution support points initialization, the support points collapse criteria and the algorithm convergence criteria. SM-C: Simulation results under different group sizes. In this section, we reproduce the simulation study shown in Section 3, but considering 500 observations within each group \( i = 1, \ldots, 100 \), instead of 200. Since ML estimates in multinomial regression are only asymptotically unbiased, we implement this further simulation in order to evaluate the improvement in the estimates given to the increased number of observations.
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